4 TO 6 WEEKS
SCHEME DEVELOPMENT

We will talk with you to
understand your needs
developing a design
solution that delivers
and fulfils your brief.
Subsequent discussions
and revisions develop
and refine the
proposal.
From there final layout
drawings are
produced.

BUILDING WARRANT SUBMISSION

8 TO 10 WEEKS
COUNCIL APPROVAL PERIOD

The layout plans are submitted to
the Local Authority for planning
approval.
The impact on the surrounding
area and neighbours will be
assessed and if deemed
acceptable the proposal will be
given planning consent.
The Council have a statutory 8
week period to decide on a
domestic application, however if
complicated this can take longer.

4 WEEKS
ARKA

6 WEEKS

WORKS START ON SITE
4 WEEKS

COUNCIL APPROVALS

The Building Warrant stage deals
with the nuts and bolts of how the
house or extension will be put
together. The project has to
comply with all the current building
codes and the details of how all
the building's components go
together are worked out.
A structural engineer will also
provide input at this stage.
We produce a drawing package
and this is submitted to Building
Standards for approval.

PROJECT COMPLETION

A RC H I T EC T S

TENDER ISSUE

BUILDING WARRANT DRAWINGS

PLANNING SUBMISSION

INITIAL BRIEF FROM CLIENT

BUILDING PROCUREMENT FOR DOMESTIC PROJECTS

8 TO 20 WEEKS
CONSTRUCTION WORKS

After gaining
warrant
approval the
drawing
package is
issued to
builders for
pricing under
a Minor Works
Contract.
Prices are
compared
and a builder
appointed.

The builder starts work on site with an agreed
timescale and project cost. Cost and timescale will
depend on the size and complexity of the job.
We monitor the work on site ensuring that it is being
carried out to the correct standard.
We value the work at regular intervals and approve
payments you make to the builder.
We act on your behalf in all liaisons with your
builder.
We conclude the paperwork at the end of the
project and leave you to enjoy your new space.

